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Abstract 
 

Researchers in the scientific computing community are actively leveraging advanced state-of-the-art 

networking infrastructures to achieve massive bulk data transfer/processing across extended national and 

global distances, trending towards the exascale.  However, these new evolutions are placing huge 

burdens on network resource provisioning, and even the most scalable backbones cannot handle all 

demands in an “on-line” manner. It is here that the concept of network advance reservation (AR) is 

becoming increasingly important.  Namely, this approach lets users reserve connections at future time 

instants, i.e., via network scheduling, thereby allowing operators to stagger demands and improve their 

resource assignments. Along these lines, this talk will survey this field and outline several important 

research directions. Some refined AR scheduling schemes will then be presented to improve carried load 

(revenue generation) and resource efficiency. Networking control plane issues will also be highlighted to 

extend these theoretical schemes across distributed real-world settings. Overall, network scheduling 

services will have broad-based applicability for many commercial applications as well, i.e., in storage 

extension, grid and cloud computing, broadcast, etc.   
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